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From circuits to behaviour
in the amygdala
Patricia H. Janak1,2 & Kay M. Tye3

The amygdala has long been associated with emotion and motivation, playing an essential part in processing both fearful
and rewarding environmental stimuli. How can a single structure be crucial for such different functions? With recent
technological advances that allow for causal investigations of specific neural circuit elements, we can now begin to map
the complex anatomical connections of the amygdala onto behavioural function. Understanding how the amygdala contributes to a wide array of behaviours requires the study of distinct amygdala circuits.

A

lthough humans possess a number of cognitive abilities that
differentiate us from other animals, we share emotional behaviours — defined as behavioural responses to emotionally significant stimuli such as food or threats — with other vertebrates. The
amygdala is a brain region that is important for emotional processing, the
circuitry and function of which has been well-conserved across evolution
(Fig. 1), although species differences do exist1. Even non-mammalian
species such as reptiles, birds and fish have an amygdala-like brain region
with similar circuits and functions to the amygdala in mammals2–5.
Conservation of amygdala circuitry allows findings from one species to
inform our appreciation of amygdala functioning in others. Understanding the intricacies of amygdala circuitry is of tremendous importance
given that the amygdala is implicated in a wide range of disease states,
including addiction, autism and anxiety disorders. Regarding forward
translation, features identified using new approaches for neural circuit
dissection in rodents have the potential to be directly relevant to humans
in well-conserved structures such as the amygdala. For reverse translation,
observed correlations between amygdala function and human behaviour
can then be brought back to animal models to facilitate the elucidation
of underlying mechanisms using systematic, iterative experimentation.
The field is ripe for this type of translation, as reflected by the growing
emphasis on amygdala research across species (Fig. 2). The collective body
of work supports a view of the amygdala as a composite of parallel circuits
that affect multiple aspects of emotional behaviour. This Review focuses
on recent advances that have been enabled by technologies primarily used
in rodents. Readers are directed to recent reviews for in-depth information on the amygdala and fear6, reward7–9, learning-related plasticity10,11,
and anatomical or physiological characteristics6,12.

First clues to the role of the amygdala in behaviour

Lesion studies in non-human primates presented the earliest clues that
the amygdala was important for emotional reactions to stimuli. In 1888,
Brown and Schäfer performed a bilateral ablation of the temporal lobe of a
rhesus monkey (Macaca mulatta)13, reporting that: “A remarkable change
is … manifested in the disposition of the Monkey … He gives evidence
of hearing, seeing, and of the possession of his senses generally, but it is
clear that he no longer clearly understands the meaning of the sounds,
sights, and other impressions that reach him.” In addition, Brown and
Schäfer, and later Klüver and Bucy14, reported reduced aggression, fear
and defensive behaviours. Although these lesion effects were intermingled
with features that we now attribute to other brain regions, these were the

first reports describing the role of a brain region that is important for
connecting stimuli with their emotional meaning. In 1956, Weiskrantz15
lesioned the amygdala, demonstrating an impairment in acquiring behavioural responses to shock-predictive cues, concluding that: “the effect of
amygdalectomy … is to make it difficult for reinforcing stimuli, whether
positive or negative, to become established or to be recognized as such.”
Following these early studies, amygdala lesions in both rodents16,17 and
humans18,19 revealed a strong conservation of function across species,
most notably an impairment in the recognition of fearful stimuli, and
in a type of emotional learning called fear conditioning. Fear is typically
studied in the laboratory using a form of associative learning known as
Pavlovian conditioning, in which an initially neutral conditioned stimulus
(CS) is paired with an aversive unconditioned stimulus (US), such as a
footshock, leading the experimental subject to display behavioural signs
of fear. This simple behavioural procedure provides a window into basic
Pavlovian learning mechanisms that act to enhance survival, and is intimately tied to amygdala function.

What is the amygdala?

Although modest in size, the amygdala is comprised of multiple interconnected nuclei nestled deep in the temporal lobe (Fig. 1). Here we
focus on the basolateral complex of the amygdala (BLA; made up
of the lateral (LA), basal (BA) and basomedial (BM) cell groups) and
the central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA; made up of a lateral (CeL)
subdivision and a medial (CeM) subdivision). The BLA consists of glutamatergic principal neurons and inhibitory interneurons. CeA neurons are primarily GABAergic, with the CeL projecting to the CeM. An
interconnected sheath of GABAergic neurons, termed the intercalated
cells, is also found interposed between the BLA and CeA, providing an
important source of inhibition12,20.
A highly simplified view of information flow through the amygdala is
as follows. The amygdala receives information about the external environment from the sensory thalamus and sensory cortices, which project
strongly to the LA. The LA projects within the BLA to the BA and BM,
as well as to the neighbouring CeA. The BLA is reciprocally connected
with cortical regions, especially the midline and orbital prefrontal cortices (PFCs), and the hippocampus (HPC), as well as sensory association
areas1; in primates, these reciprocal connections extend to primary sensory areas21. Hence, the BLA transmits information widely throughout
cortical regions, but its neuronal processing is greatly affected by excitatory projections from these regions. The relative enlargement of the BLA
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compared with the CeA between rodents and primates might result from
the substantial increase in the size of cortical regions that communicate
with the BLA in primates22. Predominantly unidirectional outputs of the
BLA include the striatum, especially the nucleus accumbens (NAc), and
the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST) and the CeA. In turn, the
striatum, BNST and CeA have been considered to mediate the translation of BLA signals to behavioural output. Of note, there are exceptions
to this serial model of information flow; the BA and CeA also receive
sensory inputs, and the CeA contributes to some behavioural processes
independently from the BLA23,24.
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From rodents to humans and back again

The neural circuits underlying Pavlovian fear conditioning have predominantly been explored in rodents. Simple tone–shock pairings produced
robust and reproducible changes in amygdala neural responses to the
tone25,26, such that neuronal spiking tracks the acquisition and extinction
of fear behaviour in response to the tone. Human studies using functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) adapted these simple fear-conditioning tasks and showed that the human amygdala is also activated by
fear-conditioned stimuli, and that this activation wanes on extinction27,28.
Furthermore, ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC)–amygdala circuitry was found to mediate fear extinction in both rats29,30 and humans31.
By applying tasks designed for rodents to humans, the circuits mediating
fear acquisition and extinction were shown to be well conserved.
Not only does fear conditioning activate both the rodent and human
amygdala, but these animals also share long-term memory processes
for fear memory. When consolidated fear memories of rodents are
reactivated during retrieval, they become labile, thereby requiring
‘reconsolidation’32. During this labile state, memories can be modified
by interfering with the reconsolidation process using protein-synthesis
inhibitors32 or with the non-invasive presentation of non-fearful information in mice, rats and humans33,34.
Reverse translational approaches have become more frequent with the
advent of new circuit mapping and manipulation technologies in rodents.
One example in which a correlation in humans was taken to causation in
rodents comes from fMRI studies in people with generalized anxiety disorder35. The observation of abnormal functional connectivity between the
BLA and the CeM in these people inspired the application of optogenetic
tools to probe specific projections within mouse amygdala. Optogenetics
allows for the rapid and reversible activation or inhibition of neurons by
directing light towards neural elements that have been artificially induced
to express light-sensitive opsins. In the first demonstration of optogenetic
projection-specific manipulation in a freely moving animal, the increase
or decrease of transmission between the BLA and the CeA was shown
to cause the reduction or augmentation of anxiety-related behaviour36,
complementing the fMRI findings.
Any attempt to define the behavioural functions of amygdala neuronal activity is confronted by the dense interconnections among amygdala nuclei and between amygdala nuclei and other brain regions, and
by the lack of a predictable distribution of functional cell types. The
availability of new neurotechnologies and approaches is overcoming
these hurdles and accelerating the mapping of function onto amygdala
circuitry, revealing a complex picture of amygdalar control of behaviour.
These findings, achieved using optogenetic and pharmacogenetic activation or inhibition, in conjunction with behaviour and electrophysiology, reveal causal relations between amygdala cell types and projections
in various behaviours (Fig. 3). As we discuss, the behavioural functions
of afferent and efferent projections had not been determined at this
level of specificity until the application of these new technologies for
circuit manipulation.

New insights into circuitry for fear

The investigation of the neural basis of fear learning and expression
led to the view that the amygdala is a rapid detector of aversive environmental stimuli and situations, producing affective or behavioural
states to allow for adaptive responses to potential threats37,38. Along
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Figure 1 | Evolution of the amygdala across species. Primary amygdalar
nuclei and basic circuit connections and function are conserved across species.
An enlarged image of the basolateral complex of the amygdala (BLA) and
central nucleus of the amygdala (CeA) or analogues are shown next to a coronal
section from the brains of a lizard, mouse, rat, cat, monkey and human.

the way, this line of research uncovered crucial brain mechanisms of
associative conditioning, arguably providing us with our best understood neurobehavioural model of learning.
The LA has been the focus of many studies because it has ready access
to information about the auditory cue used in conditioning, and lesions
of this region block acquisition of conditioned freezing16,17,39. LA neurons develop and maintain excitatory neural responses to the onset of
an auditory cue that has been paired with a footshock US25,26,40,41. These
responses in vivo probably arise from potentiation of sensory inputs onto
LA neurons because CS–US pairings enhance measures of excitatory
synaptic plasticity in vivo42 and in acute amygdala slice preparations43–45.
In this model, an initially weak afferent carrying sensory information
about the CS and a strong afferent carrying US information converge
onto individual principal neurons in the LA and, through a Hebbian
plasticity mechanism, lead to enhanced strength of the excitatory synapses carrying CS information. This experience-dependent synaptic
strengthening allows the presentation of the CS alone to activate LA
neurons. The model of CS and US convergence has been explored by
studies that took advantage of the temporal specificity of optogenetics
to activate neural elements in a time window corresponding to the few
seconds of CS or US presentation. The first study expressed the excitatory
opsin, channelrhodopsin 2 (ChR2), in LA principal neurons to allow
for rapid and reversible activation of these neurons during behaviour.
When paired with an auditory CS, this simultaneous photoactivation of
LA neurons could be used as a substitute for the footshock US, resulting
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Figure 2 | Number of studies on the amygdala. Publications on the
amygdala indexed on PubMed between 1950 and 2013 demonstrate the
growing interest in amygdala research.

in conditioned freezing46. The second study showed that brief photoactivation of ChR2-expressing LA axonal terminals from the auditory
thalamus (the medial geniculate nucleus, MGN) and the auditory cortex
(AC) can substitute for a tone CS when paired with footshock, resulting
in conditioned freezing and synaptic potentiation47.
Lesions of the CeA block expression of conditioned fear17,48,49, leading
to the hypothesis that projection routes from the LA to the CeA could
allow for conditioned freezing behaviour. Notably, the LA does not project directly to the CeM, the proposed output nucleus that projects to
non-amygdala regions mediating behavioural and autonomic signs of
fear37,50,51. The advent of cell-type- and projection-specific manipulation
shed light on information flow from the LA to the CeA, and then within
the CeA itself in terms of conditioned fear — information that was
unattainable from lesions that remove the entire network. An important
step was identifying two subpopulations of neurons within the CeL
that have opposing functions and distinct genetic markers. These are
neurons in the CeL that are inhibited in response to CS following fear
conditioning and express protein kinase C (PKC)δ, termed CeLOFF cells,
and neurons that are excited by CS following fear conditioning that
are PKCδ−, termed CeLON. Although both subtypes of CeL neurons
inhibit one another and both project to the CeM52,53, CeLON neurons
respond to a fear CS at a shorter latency than CeLOFF52, suggesting that
conditioned fear responses occur following activation of CeLON neurons
that inhibit CeLOFF neurons projecting to CeM output neurons53, thereby
promoting freezing through disinhibition52,53.
These studies did not, however, directly address the issue of transmission between the LA and the CeA. A recent series of studies capitalized
on the advantages of genetic targeting in mice to characterize a neuronal
population in the CeL that receives LA input and might be involved in
fear conditioning. Using a transgenic mouse line in which Cre recombinase is expressed in somatostatin-positive (SOM+) neurons, the ability of
ChR2-expressing LA terminals to activate these cells could be determined.
The LA was shown to form functional excitatory synapses on SOM+ and
PKCδ− cells in the CeL (CeL:SOM+), and the excitatory strength of these
synapses greatly increased as a result of fear conditioning54. This finding is notable because the LA was considered to be the primary site for
learning-related plasticity underlying fear conditioning. The presence of
experience-dependent potentiation in the CeL indicates that this region
is also important for acquisition of the CS–US association, as suggested
by earlier studies17,40,52, rather than merely serving as a relay of information from the LA.
The importance of this experience-dependent plasticity onto
CeL:SOM+ neurons in fear acquisition was demonstrated using a pharmacogenetic approach to reversibly silence only the CeL:SOM+ neurons
during the acquisition phase of fear conditioning. Using a cre-dependent
virus to express the inhibitory DREADD receptor hM4Di, an engineered
G-protein-coupled receptor activated by its exogenous ligand clozapine
N-oxide, the SOM+ cells could be reversibly and selectively inhibited. This
inhibition prevented fear acquisition and excitatory synaptic enhancement54. Using the retrograde tracer cholera toxin B injected into SOM+
terminal regions to allow whole cell recording from projection-defined

cells, it was revealed that SOM+ cells with learning-induced synaptic
enhancement project directly to the periaqueductal grey (PAG) as well
as the paraventricular nucleus of the thalamus (PVT)55, bypassing the
CeM. Thus, CeL projections to the CeM might not be the only CeL projections that contribute to freezing behaviour after fear conditioning. This
evidence revises the view of the CeM as the primary output station of the
amygdala and indicates that information at various stages of processing
in the CeA is sent to the PAG.
Although pieces of information are continually emerging, these
circuit analyses reveal a rich interaction between the LA and CeL —
and among neurons within the CeL — in both acquiring and expressing conditioned freezing in response to a fear cue, as well as multiple
neural projections from the CeL that may regulate this behavioural
response. Fear conditioning to the environment in which footshock is
experienced is also mediated by the amygdala. Circuit approaches to
contextual fear conditioning are underway; a recent study found that
optogenetic inhibition of the BLA terminals in the entorhinal cortex
(EC) impairs the acquisition of contextual fear conditioning56, whereas
photoexcitation of oxytocin (OT)-releasing fibres from the hypothalamus to the CeL suppresses expression57.

Beyond fear in the amygdala

The robustness of fear conditioning provided a highly replicable behavioural paradigm that allowed researchers to delve deep into the circuit
mechanisms underlying this simple behaviour. However, the view that the
amygdala is specialized only for fear conditioning is too narrow. Strong
evidence supports an integral role for this region in other aversive states,
such as anxiety, as well as in reward, providing a challenge for determining how neuronal activity within the amygdala could contribute to each
of these distinct processes.
Cell-type- and projection-specific manipulations are providing a
way forward. An example comes from the reverse translational study of
anxiety described earlier. To probe the role of BLA–CeA projections in
anxiety-related behaviour, the excitatory opsin, ChR2, was expressed in
BLA neurons. Consistent with previous work, BLA-cell-body activation
decreased time spent by mice in the open arms of an elevated plus maze
(EPM), indicating an increase in anxiety-like behaviour36. However, on
selective excitation of the BLA–CeL pathway an anxiolytic behavioural
phenotype of exploration of the EPM open arms was observed. Thus,
a glutamatergic BLA projection to the CeA can promote anxiolysis36.
In this study, the identity (that is, ON or OFF cell, PKCδ+ or PKCδ−) of
the CeL neurons activated by BLA terminal optical stimulation was not
determined. New evidence suggests that these neurons are CeL:PKCδ+;
when ChR2 was selectively expressed in CeL:PKCδ+ neurons to allow
their direct photoactivation, increased time in the open arms of the
EPM was observed58. These data support the notion that a population
of BLA neurons preferentially excites CeL:PKCδ+ neurons that lead to
reduced anxiety, perhaps through the projection from CeL:PKCδ+ to
CeM output neurons. Alternatively, the CeL:PKCδ+ neuronal projection
to the BNST, also implicated in anxiety59,60, could mediate anxiolysis.
These studies show that the BLA–CeA pathway does not universally
promote aversive states. Of note, there are other pathways that originate
in the BLA that have since been implicated in bidirectional regulation of
anxiety. Optically driving BLA projections to the ventral HPC (vHPC) is
anxiogenic61, whereas photostimulation of BLA inputs in the anterodorsal BNST (adBNST) is anxiolytic62. Photostimulation of the BLA–vHPC
pathway also decreases social interaction63, an effect perhaps related to
the increase in anxiety that is seen following BLA–vHPC activation64.
New findings continue to enlarge our conceptions of CeA circuitry
in non-fear behaviour. In a recent study on feeding suppression, genetic
targeting of CeL:PKCδ+ neurons was used to selectively express hM4Di
to allow for reversible neuronal inhibition. In mice, reducing the activity
of CeL:PKCδ+ neurons was found to block decreased feeding stimulated
by sickness or unpalatable tastes58. Conversely, optogenetic excitation of
CeL:PKCδ+ neurons dramatically decreased feeding in both hungry and
sated mice, and this was not a confound of reduced activity or increased
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anxiety. These results indicate that CeL:PKCδ+ neurons suppress feeding
in response to anorexigenic stimuli58.
What inputs might normally serve to drive CeL:PKCδ+ neurons and
suppress feeding? Tract tracing methods using cre-dependent retrograde and anterograde viral techniques can reveal the specific inputs and
outputs of a given cell type65. Restriction of rabies virus to CeL:PKCδ+
neurons to allow labelling of presynaptic inputs, combined with c-fos
immunohistochemistry to measure cellular activation, revealed multiple
inputs to CeL:PKCδ+ neurons that are activated by anorexigenic signals,
including the BLA, the parabrachial nucleus (PBN) and the insula (IN)58.
These findings collectively demonstrate a unique pathway for feeding
suppression that relies on CeL circuitry and that was not readily identified using pharmacology or lesion experimental approaches.
The identification of a role for amygdala circuitry in anxiolysis and feeding suppression makes one look at this circuitry differently in comparison
to when only considering fear. How could these processes co-exist? Excitatory responses in the BLA to a fear cue activate CeLON:PKCδ− cells, some
of which are SOM+, to initiate freezing. By contrast, excitatory responses
in the BLA also activate CeLOFF:PKCδ+ cells to promote anxiolysis; to
account for these findings, separate functional groups of BLA neurons
projecting to CeL are proposed (Fig. 4). One route for the production of
freezing and other measures of fear is through inhibition of CeL:PKCδ+
neurons that disinhibit CeM neurons; additional routes through CeL
projections to other targets might also mediate conditioned freezing.
Thus, the postsynaptic targets that mediate anxyiolysis after excitation of
CeL:PKCδ+ neurons may or may not be CeM neurons, and if they are, it
is possible they are different CeM neurons to those mediating freezing.
In summary, recent studies have demonstrated that the BLA–CeA
circuitry is involved in a diverse array of behaviours in addition to those
related to fear. The key to understanding the production of these different behaviours is in the functional anatomy.

Adding in reward

The above findings indicate that there must be a diversity of neuronal
responses in the BLA, as opposed to only responses to fear cues; in fact,
this was well known from in vivo electrophysiological recordings and is
necessary to explain the effects of amygdala lesions on other behaviours
besides fear conditioning. In parallel to early studies on fear conditioning,
amygdala lesions were also found to impair reward-based behaviour66–72.
For example, LA lesions prevent amphetamine place preference conditioning70, a procedure in which subjects learn to associate a particular
spatial location with the reinforcing effects of the drug, and CeA lesions
prevent conditioned orienting responses to reward-predictive cues68.
Hence, the same lesions can impair Pavlovian conditioned behaviour in
response to cues signalling either a rewarding or an aversive outcome.
Notably, amygdala lesions do not impair all behaviours emitted in
response to reward-predictive cues, rather, they impair the ability to
respond to cues in the face of changing reward value, leading to the
hypothesis that learning mediated by the amygdala is related to the current, relative value of biologically significant outcomes8,73,74. This view is
congruent with the broader notion that the amygdala provides information about the ‘state value’ of an organism, defined as the value of the
overall situation of an organism at a given moment7.
The BLA and CeA seem to make distinct contributions to the representation of value, as revealed through procedures designed to change
the current value of an outcome. BLA lesions impair the ability of value
changes in specific reward outcomes to affect behaviour. Thus, the BLA
is proposed to represent outcome value along with specific sensory features, allowing for discrimination among multiple outcomes of a similar
valence23,72,73. By contrast, the CeA is considered to maintain a more general representation of the motivational significance of an outcome23,73.
Just as BLA neurons develop excitatory responses to a CS paired with
aversive outcomes, they show excitatory responses to auditory, visual
or olfactory CSs paired with rewarding outcomes, typically sweet liquid or food pellets75–79. As initially proposed for fear conditioning, evidence suggests that reward cue responses develop through long-lasting
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Figure 3 | Amygdalar circuits that are sufficient to alter behaviour in a
diversity of domains. Projection-specific effects as shown by optogenetic or
pharmacogenetic manipulation. The solid or dotted lines indicate the promotion
or inhibition of certain behaviours. The basolateral complex of the amygdala
(BLA) encompasses the lateral and basal nuclei. Specific cell types are shown in
pink. For simplicity, projections that are anatomically or electrophysiologically
defined but have not been shown to have a causal relationship with behaviour
are omitted. This is a selective picture of projections that have been directly
manipulated, and is not meant to signify their importance over other anatomical
connections. The actual connectivity of the amygdala with other brain regions
is considerably more complex. AC, auditory cortex; adBNST, anterodorsal bed
nucleus of the stria terminalis; CeA, central nucleus of the amygdala; CeL, lateral
CeA; CeM, medial CeA; D1R, dopamine 1 receptor; EC, entorhinal cortex; Hyp,
hypothalamus; IL, infralimbic; MGN, medial geniculate nucleus; mPFC, medial
prefrontal cortex; NAc, nucleus accumbens; OT, oxytocin; ovBNST, oval nucleus
of the BNST; PBN, parabrachial nucleus; PKC, protein kinase C; PL, prelimbic;
SOM, somatostatin; vHPC, ventral hippocampus.

enhancement of glutamatergic inputs from sensory thalamus onto principal neurons in the LA78. Of note, the acquisition of conditioned responding to both fear and reward cues requires an NMDA-receptor-dependent
increase in AMPA-receptor function in LA neurons44,46,78. The end result
of this synaptic potentiation is that the cue is able to drive spiking in LA
neurons, which in turn activates neuronal populations in downstream
regions that contribute to the cue-triggered behaviour. Clearly, learning
about environmental stimuli that predict the occurrence of food and other
rewards is adaptive, as is learning about potential aversive outcomes. Thus,
learning across a valence continuum of positive (rewarding) to negative
(punishing or aversive) outcomes engages the amygdala.

Amygdala neurons encode valence

Because both fear and reward cues recruit BLA neurons, these findings
raise the question of how processing of fear and reward cues by amygdala networks is organized. For example, would neurons with excitatory responses to fear-predictive cues also show excitatory responses to
reward-predictive cues, or is there segregation of positive- and negativevalenced signals? This question was addressed by directly comparing
neural responses in the same subjects following training on both appetitive and aversive tasks. These within-subject comparisons in rodents and
non-human primates consistently reveal populations of valence-selective
neurons79–85 such that some neurons excited by a fear cue do not respond
to a reward cue, or show inhibition in the presence of the reward cue, and
vice versa. By training subjects on two parallel cue outcome associations,
with one cue followed by a rewarding outcome, and the other followed
by an aversive outcome, and then reversing the cues assigned to each
outcome, it was revealed that a substantial proportion of cue-selective
neurons encode the outcome with which it is currently paired, not the
sensory features of the cue itself81,82. Outcome-specific neuronal populations are consistent with valence-sensitive neuronal populations that are
responsive to one valence, but not another. The finding that different BLA
populations respond to a fear cue after learning than after extinction,
when that cue signals no footshock86, can also be interpreted as valence
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encoding. The observance of valence-specific neuronal activity is congruent with the notion that the amygdala is concerned with the relative value
of the outcome, the occurrence of which is signalled by the cue.
Notably, valence-encoding is complemented by salience-encoding;
some BLA units show excitatory responses to both fear and reward
cues80,83,85, and these responses are correlated with measures of autonomic nervous system activation83. The salience of a stimulus is defined
as the intensity of a stimulus and is a second dimension along which
stimuli are encoded, in line with common models of emotion87. The
salience responses may contribute to processes of arousal and attention
that enhance processing within the amygdala or in target regions. This
may be reflected behaviourally in better performance in real-time and in
enhanced learning. A role in signalling the salience of stimuli is in agreement with the suggested contributions of the BLA in attention88,89 and in
enhancing memory storage in downstream regions90–92. The amygdala
projects to basal forebrain cholinergic systems and midbrain dopaminergic systems, two means by which these effects may be mediated. For
example, CeA projections to midbrain dopaminergic regions are required
for conditioned orienting93. Furthermore, projections to sensory cortical
regions, including primary visual cortex in primates21, may allow amygdala attentional signals to modulate stimulus processing94. In addition,
findings suggest that attention modulates amygdala valence signals95.
What might lend a cell its functional phenotype? No obvious anatomical segregation of neurons that are sensitive to the reward or fear
cue has been detected with electrophysiology83,96, demonstrating that
neurons encoding two very different signals are intermingled within
this structure. But wiring must still be fundamental to cell phenotype. A
given BLA principal neuron, for example, is likely to be associated with
reward or fear by virtue of its distinct connectivity, including both the
pattern of specific inputs to that neuron and its projections to effector
regions for expression of the adaptively appropriate behaviour. Amygdala neuronal pairs sensitive to stimuli of the same valence are more
likely to show correlated neural activity than neuronal pairs sensitive to
opposite valences, supporting the idea of functional networks96.

Membership in a memory network

How do these functional networks for fear, reward or anxiety arise?
Molecular genetic studies in mice have investigated the size, stability and
required initial conditions for the formation of memory ensembles after
fear conditioning. Using expression of the activity-dependent gene Arc
to visualize activated LA neurons, the proportion of principal neurons
participating in the fear memory trace is estimated to be 15–25%97,98.
Although there may be a larger deterministic population, final membership in the trace can be biased by enhancing the activity level of individual
LA neurons by multiple methods, including CREB overexpression97 and
brief optical activation immediately before tone–footshock pairing, which
takes advantage of the temporal precision of optogenetics to prove that
activity enhancement need only be present immediately before training98. Selective ablation after training of CREB-overexpressing neurons
abolished conditioned freezing, providing strong evidence that these
neurons are recruited into the memory trace99. Expressing the excitatory DREADD hM3Dq in a sparse population of LA neurons and activating these receptors during fear conditioning enhanced fear memory
and biased the inclusion of these neurons into the fear trace. When the
hM3Dq receptors are activated without presentation of the CS, the conditioned freezing response is partially recapitulated98. Importantly, similar
mechanisms act for reward learning; the acquisition and maintenance of
a cocaine-conditioned place preference depends on the recruitment of a
small population of neurons in the LA100. These studies provide evidence
that subsets of LA neurons stably participate in fear and reward memory
traces, and there is similar evidence for ensembles in the BA101.
Although there do seem to be similarities in the cellular mechanisms
that promote inclusion into memory networks, does that mean that any
LA neuron could be either a ‘fear’ or ‘reward’ neuron, or are there constraints on ensemble membership? A recent study102 provides evidence
that valence-specific ensembles in the BLA (including the LA), once

formed, are immutable, which does not directly demonstrate that there
are anatomical constraints on initial ensemble formation, but is congruent
with that possibility. This study used ‘memory trace tagging’ approaches
to determine whether a given neuron is limited to representing one
valence or shows equipotentiality. ChR2 expression was limited to BLA or
HPC neurons in the dentate gyrus (DG) that expressed c-fos on either fear
(footshock) or reward (mate exposure) conditioning, thereby labelling a
network of neurons that presumably constitute part of the memory trace.
Later, optical activation of these networks supported either approach or
avoidance following fear or reward conditioning, respectively, in a realtime place preference (RTPP) task, establishing the ‘valence’ of the labelled
network. To examine the reversibility of valence assignment, a network of
a given valence was activated during subsequent retraining with outcomes
of the opposite valence. Whereas pairing an ensemble of DG neurons
activated with one valence with the opposite valence US could produce a
‘switch’ in the valence of the tagged ensemble, this was not true for BLA
ensembles102. It seems likely that this ‘fixed valence’ feature derives from
the distinct wiring of BLA neurons into positive- and negative-valenced
networks, and is in agreement with the observations made within the
awake recording studies already discussed. Together, these findings raise
the question of what the cellular identity and anatomical connectivity of
those positive or negative valence ensembles might be.
Although reward and fear networks in the BLA seem to occupy an
overlapping spatial location, a recent study using c-fos activation patterns
paints a different picture for the CeA. By taking advantage of the different
time courses for stimulation of c-fos mRNA and protein production, the
CeA neuronal populations activated by two oppositely valenced stimuli
were visualized using fluorescence immunohistochemistry and in situ
hybridization within mice. Neurons activated by morphine were located
primarily in the CeL, whereas neurons activated by footshock were mainly
found within the CeM103. Although this study provides intriguing new
information on the activation of CeA populations in a valence-specific
manner, earlier studies already reviewed indicate that neurons within
both the CeL and CeM contribute to diverse behaviours, so the functional
implications of this result remain to be determined.

Valence encoding in BLA inhibitory networks

An important key to understanding neural diversity is determining how
individual neurons act within a circuit, and electrophysiology provides
one means to query the role of a neuron. However, a drawback of in vivo
extracellular recording studies is that the neuronal subtype, such as
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Figure 4 | Model of amygdala microcircuits that give rise to behaviour.
New findings in the amgydala have updated our understanding of these
microcircuits. Different populations of basolateral complex of the amygdala
(BLA) neurons are proposed to activate distinct populations of lateral central
nucleus of the amygdala (CeL) neurons to either promote fear or reduce anxiety.
CeM, medial central nucleus of the amygdala; DVC, dorsal vagal complex; PAG,
periaqueductal grey; PKC, protein kinase C; PVT, paraventricular nucleus of the
thalamus; HYP, hypothalamus; SOM, somatostatin.
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projection neuron or interneuron, can only be inferred from physiological measures. The ability to target opsin expression in defined neuronal
subpopulations, in combination with electrophysiology, is overcoming
this issue and has allowed us to gain new understanding of the inhibitory processes in the amygdala.
As described above, interactions among CeL inhibitory neurons,
including inhibitory neurons that send projections outside the CeL
itself, are crucial for the production of behavioural measures of fear.
By contrast, in the BLA, inhibition entails suppression of excitatory
principal projection neurons by local inhibitory interneurons and intercalated neurons. A recent study harnessed the power of optogenetics to
study inhibitory BLA interneurons by temporally restricting excitation
or inhibition of parvalbumin (PV) or SOM interneurons to the US footshock or the auditory CS, and observing the effect on fear conditioning104. Intriguing evidence of two different local circuit mechanisms that
disinhibit principal neurons was found: during US presentation, PV
neurons that provide perisomatic innervation of BLA principal neurons
are inhibited by footshock, thereby directly disinhibiting BLA principal
neurons; during the CS, PV neurons inhibit SOM interneurons that
selectively contact principal neuron dendrites to disinhibit input-driven
activity (Fig. 5a). Unit recordings were made during behaviour, and
comparisons between these naturally occurring and optically evoked
waveforms were used to convincingly ascribe neural correlates of behaviour to spike activity of PV and SOM interneurons. The electrophysiological activity of a subset of these interneurons during the CS and
the US was the same as predicted by the model constructed from the
optogenetic manipulations, providing support for the proposed local
circuit mechanisms104. Thus, biologically significant stimuli and the cues
that predict them change the firing of inhibitory interneurons, the activity of which gates the responsiveness of principal neurons.
Interestingly, the in vivo activity of PV and SOM interneurons is not
limited to the role suggested by the above model. Of note, in vivo recordings found that a substantial subset of interneurons responded to the CS
and US in an opposite way to that predicted by the model104, yet another
example of neuronal response diversity. This is consistent with a view of
parallel opposing circuits in the BLA, in which distinct populations of
inhibitory neurons may govern the activity of BLA neurons mediating
positive and negative valenced associations.
Together, the findings support proposed roles for inhibitory neurons
in shaping functional networks in the amygdala6,12. Neuronal networks
in the BLA may actively suppress other networks, the output of which
would be incompatible with current behavioural requirements by feed
forward inhibition onto a principal neuron through an intervening
interneuron activated by a neighbouring principal neuron encoding
a different valence or behaviour. To flexibly switch between different
behavioural states, mutual inhibition among parallel competing networks is an attractive solution, although there may be other means of
interaction among competing networks (Fig. 5). It is probable that longrange excitatory synapses, for example from the cortex, onto inhibitory
interneurons (or GABAergic intercalated populations29) are crucial for
the suppression of opposing networks105 (for simplicity, external afferent
influences are not depicted in Fig. 5b). Other means to inhibit opposing
networks include changes in synaptic input; extinction, for example,
induces heterosynaptic inhibition of thalamic inputs onto LA neurons105. In addition, the effect of interneurons on principal neurons is
dynamic. New evidence indicates that inhibitory synapses onto principal cells change with experience; extinction training increases PV+
perisomatic synaptic contacts on principal neurons that are activated
during fear learning106, an example of how inhibition can remodel a
network as the value of a cue changes.

Valence, amygdala circuits and behaviour

Given its access to primary sensory information, the amygdala seems
well suited to rapidly process and transmit information regarding the
positive or negative valence of stimuli to bias behaviour in an adaptive
manner. The evidence reviewed above suggests that networks within
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Figure 5 | Interneuron and principal neuron interactions within the
basolateral complex of the amygdala (BLA). a, Model of how interneurons
expressing parvalbumin (PV) and somatostatin (SOM) interact with
principal neurons to mediate fear conditioning89. b, The heterogeneity in PV
interneuron responses is consistent with the diverse functionality of BLA
principal neurons and raises the question of how BLA principal neurons may
interact locally. Depicted are simplified scenarios for these interactions.

the amygdala are organized into distinct neural circuits for positiveand negative-valenced stimuli. How do these circuits come to affect
behaviour?
To answer this question, we must map functionality onto the anatomical connections within the amygdala itself and onto projections
from the amygdala. For fear conditioning, functional circuit mapping
is relatively well developed, as described above. In the case of rewardrelated behaviours, locomotion, directed approach and manipulation
of objects in the environment in order to obtain or interact with the
reward are usually required. These types of coordinated, but flexible
action patterns, engage corticostriatal circuitry. The BLA projects
robustly to the NAc107, which mediates motivated responding to
reward-predictive cues for both natural and drug rewards; hence the
BLA–NAc projection could allow information regarding the current
value of cues to affect reward-related behaviour, as suggested by earlier
findings66,67,108. These ideas can be directly assessed using projectionspecific manipulations during behaviour. The first findings along these
lines reported that the BLA–NAc projection is in itself sufficient to
support positive reinforcement, as demonstrated by intracranial selfstimulation109,110 and RTPP, in which entry into a particular spatial
location triggered stimulation of BLA–NAc terminals109. More recently,
optical inhibition of the BLA–NAc projection (as well as the BLA–prelimbic (PL) projection) was found to prevent reinstatement of responding in reaction to a cocaine-paired cue in an animal model of relapse,
further supporting a role for this projection in cue–reward associations111. These findings demonstrate that some BLA neurons involved
in reward project to the NAc. Perhaps a subset of these receive efferents
from the PFC; photoactivation of mPFC terminals in the BLA has been
reported to increase instrumental responses for food112. Collectively
these studies have begun to define amygdala circuits that contribute
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to reward-related behaviour, although the circuit analysis is not as far
along for reward as it is for fear.
As function continues to be mapped onto amygdala circuitry, our
understanding of how neural signals in the amygdala affect behaviour
will continue to grow. A wide range of behavioural changes has been
achieved by optogenetic or pharmacogenetic manipulation of the
projections studied so far (Fig. 3). Two observations can be made:
first, multiple projections leading from the amgydala affect a single
behaviour, and second, behaviours of different or opposite valence
are affected by projections between the same two brain regions. Both
conditioned freezing and anxiety exemplify the first observation. In
the case of anxiety, for example, the finding that three different BLA
efferents influence anxiety-like behaviour36,61,62 suggests that even at
the level of the comparatively simple system of the amygdala, neural
control of a single behaviour is not reduced to one serial pathway
but is normally accomplished by multiple circuits, although these
circuits potentially interact. The second observation that the same
pathway may affect very different behaviours is exemplified by the
role of the BLA–PL pathway in both fear and relapse to reward seeking. In each of these behavioural procedures111,113, photoinhibition of
the pathway impaired the behavioural effects of the conditioned cue;
this pathway may be valence-independent, or may carry mixed fibres.
These possibilities can be distinguished using the types of approaches
discussed here.
This new functional map supports a view of the amygdala as a composite of parallel circuits that contribute to multiple behavioural states.
Although there may be a substantial degree of overlap among the
circuit elements, the circuits are differentiated by the specific details
of their neural connections, both afferent and efferent, and the patterns of activation of those connections. Hence, to fully understand
the relationship between neurons that transmit information about the
valence of a stimulus and subsequent behaviour, neural circuit analysis
is key. This way of thinking about the amygdala is different from past
conceptions of it as a fear hub or as a circuit providing a readout of
positive or negative affect in simple terms. Instead, the emphasis is on
understanding the behaviourally relevant functions of paths of information flow through these regions, including how diverse, primarily
sensory, inputs might interact locally to produce varied downstream
functional effects.
Although we make the case that the amygdala contributes to a
diverse set of behaviours, as revealed by the fine-grained analysis of
circuits, the notion of valence remains a useful heuristic. Sensitivity
to the valence of a stimulus, of whether it is good or bad, is crucially
important to ensure appropriate behavioural responses that promote
approach and the acquisition of food, safety and social partners, and
in alternative circumstances, that promote vigilance, avoidance or
aggression towards threats. Each of the behaviours affected by amygdala manipulations falls somewhere along the continuum of ‘good’
to ‘bad’. We note that organizing adaptive behaviours only along the
single dimension of valence is certainly an oversimplification, but
this may capture an essential feature of these diverse behaviours that
engages the amygdala.

Looking forward

Recently, we have made great strides in delineating the functional
microcircuitry of the amygdala using the new technologies of optogenetics, pharmacogentics and viral-based tract tracing that take advantage of gene-targeting. Crucially, these approaches have been used in
partnership with state-of-the-art electrophysiology and careful behavioural analysis. This programme of circuit analysis is equally applicable to the study of other neural systems and is a way forward towards
deeper knowledge of the functions that emerge from neural circuits.
As we look to the future of research on amygdala circuits, we consider areas that deserve attention. It is important to define amygdala
functional microcircuitry in preclinical models of human behavioural disorders. Animal and human studies implicate the amygdala

in anxiety disorders, autism and addiction. In the case of addiction,
chronic alcohol use alters neural transmission in the CeA, and these
changes have been linked to excessive alcohol use114. Furthermore,
alcohol and drug seeking triggered by auditory cues requires the
BLA115,116, whereas memory traces related to the smell and taste
of alcohol that drive relapse are stored in the CeA117. In the case of
autism, understanding the mediation of social interaction by the
amygdala is highly relevant64,118, adding momentum to this line of
research63.
Of great interest is determining how information from the amygdala affects downstream cortical circuits. Much research indicates
that neural connectivity with the orbital prefrontal cortex is important for updating cue values after changes in their associated outcome8,119,120. In addition to the orbital prefrontal cortex, BLA neurons
project strongly to the medial PFC. The function of BLA signals in
these cortical regions is less likely to be closely tied to discrete behavioural output. Instead, these BLA–cortical projections are proposed to
mediate the impact of Pavlovian associations on decision making7,121.
In addition, electrophysiological recordings have uncovered dynamic
experience-dependent interactions between the amygdala, PFC and
HPC in the entrainment of oscillations of different frequencies122,123,
but their causal role in behaviour is not clear. Selective projection
manipulations may reveal the circuit and behaviour impacts of these
long-range interactions. New studies manipulating specific amygdala
projections to the cortex are beginning to address these issues111,113.
Increasingly, the model systems available for circuit analysis will
include primates as genetically accessible non-human primate models
are developed and viral-mediated tools for neural manipulation are
optimized, allowing for further investigation of species similarities
and differences in amygdala function. Moving forward, it is crucial
to complement causal manipulations with measurements of neural
activity during a wide variety of behaviours across multiple species.
Although we champion the ability to manipulate circuit components that can be isolated with genetic or anatomical features, the
existing tools still have limitations that prevent a comprehensive
understanding of these circuits. Genetically encodable tools for neural manipulation allow far greater targeting specificity than before,
but it is unlikely that all of the neurons that project from one region
to another, or that share a genetic marker, have identical functions.
Thus, we may still be observing a ‘majority vote’ for a given behavioural readout when manipulating any circuit component, and only
more specific targeting strategies will reveal the functional minority
populations. Along these lines, the synchrony and timing of most
photostimulation experiments are not physiological and could disturb important rhythmic interactions across distal networks in ways
we do not understand. To solve these issues, we need a greater library
of molecular markers and tools to target combinatorial expression
patterns, and we need the means to induce more naturalistic activity
patterns in neurons. Basic science insights into molecules, synapses,
cells and circuits will need to be synthesized to achieve this level of
understanding. ■
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